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Armchair with high backrest and shaped padding.

Position 1: push the backrest to recline the chair and unfold the leg rest.

Position 2: push the backrest further to recline 145°.
Independent manual gas recliner. Beech.

Armchair recliner RELAX COMPACT

Armchair with upholstered armrests and 
wooden profile.

Position 1: push the backrest to recline the chair and unfold 
the leg rest from under the seat. Manual recliner. Beech.

Armchair recliner FANDANGO

Hospital Recliners



Sofas

The buttoned back adds a traditional touch to the more 
contemporary Scandinavian design of the Orla range.

ORLA LOVESEAT

MIA
With its elegant curved back that 
leads into sweeping wings, the Mia 
chair is a statement piece, perfect for 
a luxury modern space. 

Audrey 
Inspired by the clean, simple yet sophsticated lines of 
Nordic furniture and interiors, our Scandinavian range is 
a key neutral style to really show off your interior project.



Lounge Chairs 



Bedroom Case Goods 

Is a favourite when it comes to care home furniture. This bedroom range 
features Shaker-style doors to create a timeless, characteristic look and feel.

DOUBLE WARDROBE SHELF & HANGING

A wide variety of mix and match colour options are available

Say hello to Helidor, its classic wood panelling, hints of scandi and subdued 
shades make it a tasteful addition to any room.

BEDSIDE CABINET DOOR & DRAWER

A wide variety of mix and match colour options are available

Inject charm and class into residents rooms with warm wood and tasteful 
shades, perfect for discerning residents.

DALLAS DRESSING TABLE

A wide variety of mix and match colour options are available



Profile Beds

It is an electrically adjustable wooden bed with adjustable back rest and foot rest sections. The easy to use handset features a 
safety stop mechanism to help prevent entrapment under the bed frame when lowering below 30cm. In order to continue lowering 
the bed to the optimum 10cm the user must press a separate button. In addition to an Auto-contour Chair function that allows for 
effortless positioning and prevents the patient sliding down the bed, the Channel Super Low Bed also features auto-regression, 
ensuring minimum pressure is placed on the sacrum region when the bed is profiled. The Apollo Super Low also has the added 
benefit of an integral extending section that allows the bed platform to be increased in length by 15cm.

Angle of back rest: 70°
Angle of thigh rest: 35°

Electrically operated backrest, 
height, tilt and knee break

Aid/OptionsAngle/Tilt
Remote handset control

Individually lockable castors

Cleaning
Easy clean, low maintenance

Additional Photos

The Channel Super Low bed 
offers an ultra-low platform 
height of just 10cm from the 
floor.

Channel Super
Low Bed



Profile Beds

The Channel Profile Bed, is easy to use, very competitively priced, and its space saving storage facility is of particular interest to 
Nursing, Care Home and Community environments. The clearly marked handset is simple to use for both carers and end users 
alike. Despite its unique foldaway design, this bed may be supplied with bed rails for added security.

Electric backrest raises to an 
angle of 72°

Aid/OptionsAngle/Tilt
Four section bed fully 
electrically operated

 Battery back-up option

Cleaning
Easy clean, low maintenance

Additional Photos

The Channel Profile Bed, is easy to 
use and very competitively priced.

Channel Pro�le Bed



Profile Beds

Featuring all the usual functions of a profiling bed, the Channel Riser Rotate also enables the user to rotate and then tilt the chair 
to aid the transfer between standing and sitting. In addition to the many benefits of the Channel Riser Rotate an auto-regression 
function ensures minimum pressure is placed on the sacrum region when the bed is profiled. The Channel Riser Rotate can be set 
up to allow transfer to either the left or to the right and includes a ‘Very High Risk’ mattress with a vapour permeable, 
multi-stretch, high frequency welded cover offering outstanding pressure reduction, comfort and ease of cleaning. The Channel 
Riser Rotate bed represents excellent value for money and is one of the most cost effective chair beds on the market today for the 
home care, nursing and residential environments.

Angle of back rest: 70°
Angle of thigh rest: 35°

Electrically operated backrest, 
knee break, height, rotate and tilt

Aid/OptionsAngle/Tilt
Hand rails to further aid transfer 

onto and off the bed.
Double Remote hand controls

Cleaning
Easy clean, low maintenance

Additional Photos

The Channel Riser Rotate Bed 
offers greater independence 
and mobility to the user who is 
weight bearing but struggles to 
transfer unassisted between 
standing and sitting.

Channel Riser 
Rotate Bed






